Abstract
Introduction
The growth of business enterprises and the emergence of the Internet as a medium for data processing has resulted in a proliferation of applications that are server-centric.
Both small-scale businesses and lar e corporations employ servers for managing inventory and accounts, performing decision-support operations, and hosting web-sites. Traditionall the main tar ets foro timization in these environments tave been pegnnance kither response time to a single user or im roving overall throughput), Feliability, and availability. dwever, power consumption is increasin I becoming a major concern in these environments 16,4, I %[ Optimizing for power has been understood to be important for extending battery life in embeddedmobile systems. It is only recently that the importance of power optimization in server environments has gained interest because of the cost of Dower deliverv. cost of cooline the svstem comoonents, 3hd the in1 3c1bf hi h O p S r~t i n~t e m p f r~t u r e s o n i h e stability 3nd rcli%iliry of t i e components.
It has been observed that data-centers can consume several Mega-watts of power 20, 6, 27, 71. This power is but is also drained by tRe Vd)rripheraIs -particular& the disk subsystem -which in t ese server environments are em loyed in abundance to rovide hi h storage capacities an$ bandwidth. Specificalb, most ofthese.servers use some type of RAID disk configurauon to provide WO parallelism. While this parallelism benefits performance, the additional disks drain ower at the same time, and it is not clear whether the pe8onnance benefits 'ustify the ower that they consume. It is important to study these tra&-offs when designing YO subsystems for the data centers, and to our knowledge this is the first paper to do so. Disk power mana ement has been considered in previous research [9, 21, f6, 15, 23, 131 as an.important issue in single disk environments (primarily la tops), where the oal has been to conserve battery power t y spinning down &e disks during periods of idleness. There are several differences between those studies and the issues under consideration in this paper. First, we are examining systems that employ a large number of disks RAID configurations)
for server systems, rather than sinAe disk systems. Second, the workloads in server environments are significantly different from those on traditional workstationilaptop environments. We have to deal with several userdtransactions at the same time, with workloads bein much more WO intensive. The server workloads picapy have a continuous request-stream that needs to%, serviced, instead of the relatiyely intermittent activi that is characteristic of the more interactive desktop andxptop environments. This makes it difficult to obtain sufficientlv long idle-oeriods not only essential to kee t f, e rocessors up and runnin 0-7803-7756-7/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE era1 more arameters for tuning (RAID configuration, number of dish, striptunit, etc.) as opposed to single disk systems. Typical y, t ese have been tuned for performance, and it is not clear whether those values are power efficient as well. Finally, server disks are also physically different from their laptop and deskto counterparts. They are typically heavier and have m u c l lar er spinu and spindown times and are more prone to bregdown wfen sub ected to these mechanical stresses [3] (reliability and availahit are of aramount importance in these environments). All Lese differences in system environments and workload behavior warrant a rethinkmg of the way power-management needs to be done for these systems. Transaction rocessing workloads are amongst the most common and U 8 intensive, of the commercial a plications.
We specificall focus on the TPC-C and TPC-€fworkloads in ttus paper &1]. These workloads are extensively used in the commercial wofld to benchmark hardware and soft- It should be noted that it is possible to have large idle periods durin intervals of light load (at nights, weekends, etc.). During $os, times, any ower saving technique (even simple heunstics that wait a k w minutes before powering down the diskslsystem) would suffice. Our focus i n this work is more at periods of heavier load which is what TPC-C and TPC-H are intended to capture (and which is when more power would be dissipated and cooling becomes more important).
The rest of the pa er is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the relate$ work. Section 3 provides a brief overview of the RAID confi urations used in this paper. Section 4 describes the workPoads and metrics used in the evaluation. alone with details of the simulated hardware. Section 5 p r e s e k the results of the siudy 3nd Seclion 6 cummariies thc contributions ot this work
Related Work
Disk power management has been extensively studied in the context of single disk s stems, particularly for the mobilenaptop environment. d n y current disks offer different p w e r modes of o eration (active -when the disk is servicing a request, id;, -when it is spinning and not serving a request, and one or more low power modes which consume less energy than idle where the disk may not spin). Managing the energy consumption of the disk consists of two steps, namely, detecting suitable idle periods and then spinning down the disk to a low ower mode whenever it is predicted that the action woulasave energy. Detection of idle periods usual!y involves uackin some kind of 5s-tory to make predictions on how long &e next idle penod would last. If this nod is long enough (to outweigh spindowdspinup costsrthe disk is explicitly spun down to the low power mode. When an U 0 request comes to a disk in the spundown state, the disk first needs to be spun up to service this request (incumn additional exit latencies and power costs in the process Our focus in this paper is on ower optimizations for the U 0 (disk) subsystem, particularry in the context of transaction processing workloads. In web server workloads (where there are fewer writes), du lication of files on different nodes offers the ability to &ut down entire nodes of the web serving cluster (both CPU and its disks) com letel Further, a web pa e (file) can be serviced by a sin& no& (disks at that node3, and the parallelism on a cluster is more to handle several requests at the same time rather than parallelizing each request. On the other hand, database en ines use disks for parallelism by striping the data across tiem, and mirroring is done (if at all) on a much smaller scale. Each database query typically involves several disks for its data processing. Even in data centers which use a cluster for transaction orocessine. there is usuallv a Storage Area Network that iiaccersibrh by a11 the~nod& on which the disks reside. In such cases. our work c3n be applied to ninnaqr: [he disks, whilc the previous cluster mm3penien! iechniques can be applied io the CPUs. I'innlly. transxiion processing workloads can have ve different characteristicsfrom web server workloads [25] Tocality between requests IS expected to be hi her in web servers compared to transaction processing wo&loads, potentially returning pages from the cache.
There have been some studies that have 3tterii ted power management in the context of disk arrays. [321 koked into miniSzing the disk energy consumption of-a laptop disk by replacing it with an array of smaller fom-factor disks. The argument was that the nower consumed bv a disk is a direct
fiPction of its size. Ifowever, this stud'doesnot look~at stri ing the data across these disks for dl parallelism, and is ,{us not applicable to server environments. In [SI, the authors have proposed re lacing a tape-backup system with an array of disks that aregept in the s undown state as long as possible. This work tar ets archiva? and backup systems where idleness of the d i s k is much easier to exploit, and writes overwhelm the reads. To our knowledge, power management for high erformance WO subsystems with database workloads is Lgely unexplored. Our work can be applied either to SMP systems (which constitute the bulk of transaction rocessing servers today) that are directly attached to &s, or to cluster environments which interface to these parallel disks via a Storage Area Network.
RAID Overview
Kedundsnt Array of Independenl/Inexpensi\,e Ditks (RAIL)) 1261 eniplop a bunch of disks to serve 3 request in p3rallel. nhile providing the view of 3 single duvix IO the request. If tliere are TI disks, with each-disk having a capacity of E blocks, then the RAD address space can be visualized as a linear address-space from 0 to nB -1.
The unit of data distribution across the disks is called the xrripi!ig-iiii/ or just~wipc. A stripe consists of 3 set ofconsecutive blocks of uscr d3t3. Sincc there 3rc multiple disks present. thc reliahiliry of the arra) c3n go donn. Consepucntly, KAID contigurstions use either parity or mirrorin or error detection and recovcw. lherc 3re sever31 RA& configurations based on how thd data is striped and how the redundanc is maintained. We consider RAD levels 4, 5, and 10 in tgis paper (the latter two are among the more op ular ones in use today). A more detailed exposition of ttes;
RAID levels and our RAID-IO model can be found in [ 141.
Experimental Setup
Refore we get to the results of thit srudy, we go w c r the trnns~ction r i n g !?orkl(~ads [hat we use and give detxls on the p ntforni that is ured for the iiniul~tion.
Workloads
As explained earlier, this pa er focuses mainly on transaction processing workloads. d e s e workloads use database engines to store, process and analyze large volumes of data that are critical in several commercial environments. Man of these are also back-end servers for a web-based inteXace that is used to cater to the needs of several hundreds/thousands of users, who need low response times while sustainin high system throughput.
w e specificay1 use two important transaction processin workloads identiled b the Transaction Processing Counc8 (TPC) [31]. While d a l l y one would like to run simulations with the workloads and database engines in their entiretv in duect-execution mode. this would take an inordinathamouiit of time to coIIsct d m points~with the numerous parameters th3t we v3ry in [his study. Consequently, we h3ve used device level traces from cxeculion~ on a;tu31 server platforms to drive our simulations.
are typicall short, and involve both read and U date operations. d r more details on this benchmark, 9 e reader is directed to [28] . The tracing was performed for a 20-warehouse configuration with 8 clients and consists of 6.15
TF'C-H Benchmark
This is an On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) benchmark and is used to caoture decisionsuppo~'transactions on a database [29] . 'There are 22 queries in this workload, and these queries t pically read the relational tables to erform analysis for Liecision-sup ort
The trace that is useiin this stud was collected on an &hi Netfinit S M P server with 8 7 d M h z Pentium III processors an215 IBM Ultrastar 10K rpm disks, also running EEE DB-2 on Linux. and consists of 38 niillion I/O refereGces. ~,~ ~ ~-~~ The 3bo\,e tr3ccs &e thoscused in our deiault conliguration, and we have also studied the impact of the darasct size in our experiments. We would like to inention that the overall trends hold across htasets, and rhe detailed results arc omitted here in the interest of space. The traces have been collected at the device level and give the timestamp, of request (read/write), logical block number and num er of blocks. We map the lo ical block numbers to the disk parameters based on the d I D configuration.
Simulation Environment

TPe
In this study, we use the DiskSim simulator [12] , augmented with a disk power model, to stud the performance and power implications of RAID conzguratlons on the transaction orocessinz workloads. DiskSim orovides a large number of iiniin 3 d configuration parmkers for s e; rVng disks and $e controllcrs/buses for the WO interbc, I'he dehult ~r3nieters that wc use in this study are given in In our simulated U 0 subs stem, the constitutent disks of the RAID array are attache2to an array-controller using 2 Ultra-3 SCSI buses. In our experiments, half the disks are on each bus (typically, each bus can sustain the bandwidth needs of up to 16 disks). The arra controller stripes the data (as per the RAID configuration7 across all these disks. It also has an on-board cache, which can potentially avoid some of the disk accesses. The array controller is in tum -s w
Disk Power Modes
Results
In the following subsections, we explore the possible benefits of traditional disk power management using spindowns for these server workloads and show that there is not much scope for energy savings with this approach. Subsequently, we investigate different hardware parameters that can be tuned for power savings. po\vcrconsumption is mu'ch lower (see Table I ), and :i cost IS expended to bring the disk to Active staic before sr:n.iiing B request (uansitions to and from this state are shown as uration (4, 5 and lo), the number of disks, and the stripe size.
Effectiveness of Conventional Disk
R10refer to RAID-4, RAID-5 and RAID-10 respectively). The parameters that we vary include the RAID config-
Metria
In our evaluation, we use four metrics, namely, total energy consumption over all the requests (E,,,), averul:e eny consum rion er U0 request (€1, response-rime per $8 request &), ansene y-response-tirneproduct ( E x T).
These can be defined as%lows:
The total energy consum tion (Etot) is the energy consumed by all the disks in $e ana from the begin" to the end of the trace. We monitor alythe disk activ!ty (states) and their duration from the Stan to the end of the simu!ation, and use this to calculate the overall energy consum non by the disks (integral of the power in each state over tge duration in that staie).
e The energy consumption per VO request ( E ) is E! t divided bv the number of U 0 reauests. A Drevious st& on energy hanagement of server 'clusters also uses a similar metnc (Joules per Operation) for capturing the im act of energylpoweroptimization for a given throu hput d.
The response-time (T) is the average time &tween the request submission and the request completion. This directly has a bearing on the delivered system duou hput
The product of the previous two ( E x ' ?) measures the amount of energy or performance we can tradeoff for the other to have an overall beneficial effect. For instance, if we increase the number of disks in the may, and, get much more imnrovement in resnonse time than the additional energy conhnption, then w' e can consider this.optimization to be a net winner and the product would quanutahvely capture this effect. We understand that the energy-delay roduct reauires a comdete system characterization to rea& quantify liow the savings of response time in one hardware Component can affect the energy of other hardware components (and vice-versa). In this paper, we use this term more to qualify the relative importance of energy and respons e t' ime.
In order to optimize disk energy, we need to first examine the energyprofile of an actual execution. Figure 2 figurations and two workloads, in terms of the consumed when in active mode, idle mode, and dunng head movements (positioning). It can be seen that contrary to expectations, the least amount of energy is actual1 s ent in the active mode. Most of the enerfy is expended;vfen the disk is idle, and to a lesser extent or posittoning the head. This suggests rhxt one should optiniizr.the idle mode for energy and one pos\ihility is to draw from the idex uf pouer mode transitions which tries to put the disk in standbv mode when it is not performing any opcraiion. This IS explored in the next fen experiments.
Optiniiiin di,k ower for prolonging banery life hss been explore8 in ea& rcsearch with smsller fami fact,or disks. by exploitin idle times (b being able to predlct ihcm) to spindown t%e disk. In the ?ollouin%results. we examine how applicable those lechni uescan e lor the server cnvironmcnts under inwstipation. %e first examine the predictability of idle times between disk aitiviiirs. Ncxt, we examine the duration 01 idle timrs to see how much scope is there for cmplo ing these techniques. Finally, uc use an ora;Ic prrdictur ,iEat is accurate when redictin idle times both in lemis of detectin when an &e p e r i d s t m s and what its duration would b 8 to see what is the maximum a'e can hope to gain by these techniques.
The Predictability of Idle-Periods
Prediction of disk requests bated on prior history has been a ropic of previous reseFrch [30] .,0ne commonly used technique is 'autocorrelation analysis". whercin data with good corre13tions xc conducive for fitting with ARlMA models 151 as 3 time-series. Essentially, an autocorre13tion at lag i is computed between the observation pairs (idle time periods) y ( t ) and y ( t + i) [13] . The resulting values are plotted as a graph for different lags. A sequence that lends itself to easier prediction models i s characterized b a graph which has a very high value for small lags and $en steeply falls to low values for larger lags (i.e. recent history has more say on the rediction making it easier to construct a model based on tfese). Note that observations can be negatively correlated as well. Funher, there could be some re etitive sequences which can cause spikes in the graph, resuyting in deviations from monotonic behavior. The reader is referred to 151 for further explanation on such time-series models.
We have conducted such an autoconelation analysis of the idle periods of the disks for 50 lags. The resulting lagplots are foundin 1141.
Overall, we observe that we do not have good correlation of idle periods. Either the values degrade slow1 or degrade sharp1 but the absolute values are r i t e !ow. %e show in Table 5 , the mean ( p ) and standard eviation (U) across all the disks for the fin1 five lags. As we can observe, except in a few cases, the mean does not cross 0.12 and the standard deviation is not very high either. All these results suggest that it is,difficult to et good predictions of idle ti,mes based on revious (recent? histo These results are in contrast wit! those for normal wogtation workloads, which have been shown to have higher correlations [13] .
Note that, though it i s difficult to obtain good predictability of the idle penods using time-series analysis, which relies on the recent past for making predictions, it is that good predictlon accuracy could be obtained means. For example, if the idle eriods could be a probability distribution, it may [e possible !o duration of an idle period with higher probability. However, as we shall show in section 5.1.3, even with perfect prediction, conventional disk power management does not provide much savings in the energy consumption.
The Duration of Idle-Periods
One could m u e th3t even if we 3re not sble to ~ccuraiel rediit the d k~t i o n of the next idle period. it would SUE gce if u c can esiini3te that i t is lirgcr th3n a certain vdue as far as power management is coticemed. In order to ascertain the number of idle-periods that could potentially be exploited for r w e r management, we plotted the idle en ods of the dis s as a Cumulative Density Function (CgF, These plots can be found in 1141.
We observe that, whether it be the overall results or that for an individual disk, idle times are extremely short. In fact, the configurations for TPC-H do not show any visible idle times greater than even 1 second. TPC-C, on the other hand, shows some idle times lar er than 2 seconds, but this fraction is still quite small (less Lan 1 % in most cases).
These results indicate that there is not much to be gained with traditional power manarment techniques, regardless of the predictability of the i le times. if spinupfspindown times are in the ranges indicated in Table 1 . Figure 3 (a) shows the maximum energy savin s that we can hope to get for these workloads and RAld configurations without any degradation in response times for the spindowdspinupvalues shown in Table 1 for the server disk under consideration. We are assuming an oracle-predictor which has perfect knowledge of the next idle period for this calculation. For TPC-C, performing traditional disk power management actually hurts the overall energy consum tion, as the durations of the long idle periods are not sudcient enough to overionie thr e n e r n cost of s inning up the disk. Even in the best cosc (RAID-4 for TPC?H). the crcentage cnersy savings is quite negligiblc (less ihan 0.52).
Limits of Waditional Disk Power Management
We have also investi ated how this situation would change ,if we had a fapto type-disk, whose spindowdspinup times are typtca$much lesser than those of server disks. Even when we assume values of 4.5 seconds for spindown and s inu (which is in the range of state-ofthe-art lapto disksf18lfl the energy savings for these workloads are sti6quite small as is shown in Figure 3 (b) . Figure   3 (c) plots the energy savings that can possibly be obtuned for different values of spinup+s indown latencies. As can be seen, even if these latencies l ! ecome smaller than 2 seconds, we get less than 1% improvement in the energy consumption. It is not clear if we can et these numbers down to those values for server class disfs without any de rada tion in performance. Even if we do, these may need v e i powerful spindle motors, which can in-turn increase the energy consumption.
Des ite the high idle power that was shown in Figure 2, we finfthat idle periods themselves are not very lon contribution to the idle power is more due to the num er of idle periods than the duration of each. "tus also suggests that it would be fiuitful if we can develop techniques to coalesce the idle periods somehow (batcbing requests, etc.) to better exploit power mode control techniques. 
Tuning the RAID Array for Power and Performance
Since power mode control does not appear very roductive when we do not have the flexibility of extenins response times, it is then interesting to examine what factors within the I/O architecture can influence its design for power-erformance trade-offs. In the followin discussion, we loof at three important arameters -the R&D configuration (RAID 4,5 and IO), #e number of disks across whch the data is striped, and the stripe size. Tradifional stildies have looked at these parameters only from the performance angle.
Impact of Varying the Number of Disks
time product ha's been normalized this way s h e we are more interested in the uend of a single line than a comparison across the lines. Figure 5 shows the total energy consum tion (across all disks) broken down into the active, idle an$ osiuoning components. Due the size of the U 0 mace ad&essed bv the workloads. we chose configurations Ibr observations from tiese graphs.
I O s & t h O &om 30 disks. We nlike the~t%llcwing
When we ex~minc the perfomiance results, we noti:e little difference between the'three RAID configurations f x the TPC-C workload. Thou h the TPC-C workload has c high amount of write-uaffic 1 ! 1 1 . 5 6 % of the total number of reuests issued), even for the RAID-4 configuration, beyond 16 disks. there was little \,ariation in the response timr. On the other hand in TI'C-H, that has a Icsser percentage of write requests (8.76%). the RAID-4 configuration showed .greater performance sensiti\,ity when the number of disks uere increased compared to the other two RAID conEguralions. This is due to a combination of two factors, namely, the inter-arrival time of the requests and the size of thr) data accessed per write request. It was lound th3t the ajerage inter-arrival time bctween re uests for RAID-? TPC-C was 119.78 ms whereas it was 59%l ms for'L'PC-14. I'unhtr. for
TPC-C, 98.1770 of the writes rp~nned 3tmost one stripeunjt whereas in 'TPC-H, 99.97% of the writes were over 2 swipe-units. These two factors caused a greater amount of pressure to be put on the panty disk. When the numDer of aisks increase< there is sdme iimprovement across the three conficurations (due to increase in oarallelisml but this imrovcment is m&ginal,except for k4llI-4 TPC-H. It should k noted that there are some variations when increasin the disks because of several performance trade-offs. Tht%en-efit is the improvement in bandwidth with parallelism, and the downside is the additional overheads that are involved (latenc for requests to more disks, and the SCSI bus contentionr. But these variations are not very significant across the range of disks studied here, and the main point to note from these results is that there is not much improvement in response time beyond a certain number of disks.
On the other hand, the energy consumption keeps rising with the number of disks that are used for the strining. If we Comparing the two workloads, we find that the active en-(though a small com onent in both) is more noticeable ??E' C-H compared to ' & C-C. This is because the former does much more data transfers than the latter. In terms of head positioning power, again TPC-H has a lar er fraction of the overall budget, because the number of s e e k and average seek distances are hi her in this workload [14] . We feel this happens because d C -H queries can manipulate several tables at the same time, while TPC-C queries are more localized.
One interestin observation that can be seen in both the energy results in figure 4 and Figure 5 is that the total and the breakdown are comparable across the three RAID configurations for agiven number of disks. To investi ate this further, we studied the avera e queue length to tifferent groups of disks for each RA63 configuration: (i) for the normal data disks and the parity disk se arately in RAID-4, (ii) average over all the disks for &-5, and (iii) for each of the two mirrors in RAID-10. The interested reader is referred to [ 141 for the queue length values. We saw that the load on the disks (except for the parity disk in RAID4 which is known to be a bottleneck) across the configurations is comparable, regardless of the number of disks in the ran e chosen. Since the idle energy is directly related to the loaf on the disks, and $e loads are comparable, the overall energy (which is dominated b the idle energy) and its breakdown are more or less simiyar across the configurations.
If we are only interested in performance, one can keep increasing the number of disks. This is a common trend in the commercial world where vendors ublish TPC results with large disk configurations (even gough the improvements may be marginal). On the other hand, ower dissipation gets worse with the number of disks. %e relative influence of the two factors depends on the nature of the workload. The energy growth is in fact much more influential of these two factors for TPC-C and for RAID-IO in TIT-H, and is the determining factor in the energy-response !ime product gnph. Hoarever, the performance gains of using more disks pla s a more donitn~nt role i n the product for RAID-4 and RKID-5 TPC-€1. It is to be expected that a hi her stripe size will lead to less head positioning latencies?overhead, providing better scope for se uential accesses and possibly involve fewer disks to satis?' y a request. However, this can adversely affect the degree of parallelism, which can hurt performance.
We find the latter effect to be more significant in determining the performance. Between the two workloads, TPC-H re uests are larger, and hence the point where the adverse ef?ects become more si nificant tend to shift to the right for TPC-H. Of the RAI6 configurations, RAID-4 is more susceptible to stripe size changes because the se uentiality problem is higher there, i.e. one disk (the p a r i 4 can turn out to become a bottleneck. This becomes worse for TPC-H, which exercises the parity disk to a larger extent due to reasons explained in the previous section, making RAID Increasing stripe size can lead to fewer disks being involved per re uest, and hi her sequential accesses per disk tioning overheads drop, having a come uence on its energy decrease as is shown in the energy p r o h graphs of Figure   I . This drop in positionin ener y causes the overall energy to decrease as well. For%oth &e workloads, the decrease in the ener consumption is not significant beyond a certain point. y h i s is because of two other issues: (i) the idle component for the disks not involved in the transfer oes up (as can be seen in the increase in idle energ ), anf(ii) the active component for the disks involved in xe transfer oes up (the number of accesses per disk does not linearly b p with the increase in stripe size, making this number degrade slower than ideal, while the transfer energy per request grows with the stripe size). These two offset the drop in the positionin component. This effect is much more pronounced for TP8-C cam ared to TPC-H, since in the latter the positioning overheafis much higher, as mentioned in section 5.2.1. Finally, the reader should note that despite these overall ener y chan es, the percentage variations are in fact uite smalf since %e scale of the energy graphs in 
Implications
Having conducted an investigation of the different arame ters, we put these results in perspective in Figure a We show that conventional power mode control schemes which have been extensively used in laptoplworkstation environments do not show much benefit for these workloads if we do not have the luxury of stretching response times.
Even though the idle power IS quite hi h and so is the number of idle periods, the duration of eacf is rather small. This makes it difficult to offset the high spindownfspinup costs associated with server disks (even if we assume very o ti mistic costs for these). This is m e even if we had a pet& oracle predictor of idle periods. Another problem with frequent spinupk indown operations is the decrease in mean time between &lures, which is an important consideration for server environments.
On the other hand, with the current state of technology, tuning of RAIL arameters has more to ain, and allows the scope for diierent optimizations -wtether power or performance. Increasing the number of disks, though adversely impacts the energy consumption, may buy si nif icant performance benefits depending on the nature of thd workload. The choice of stripe size, on the other hand, is more determined b the erformance angle than the energy consumption. We founcfthat these parameters had a more determinin im act on energy and response time than the choice of #AIL! configuration itself (particularly RADID-5
and R A D I O ) since the load on the disks are comparable. This research takes a step towards the eventual goal of being able to make good a non, power-aware RAID desi n decisions in an automatejmanner, as suggested in [2,, f].
Our ongoing work IS examining issues about extending idle times by possib!y batching requests (studying the uadc-offs between extending response tlmes and saving energy% and investigating other server workloads (web servers and hosting centers). Another avenue for research that we plan to explore is to design disk arrays that use a combination of disks with different performance and energy consumptions. There are several interesting issues related to reducing the energy consumption without sjgnificantly affecting performance by appropriately directin the requests to the different disks, ensuring good load-bafance etc.
